Two approaches to the entropy management of Gaussian stochastic system are considered. The first approach is scalar and implements the concept of "growth points". In this case the problem of maximizing (increasing) or minimizing (decreasing) the system entropy is solved. The second approach is the vector management, allowing to ensure effective changing of the entropy of two-dimensional vector, the components of which are randomness and self-organization entropies. For vector control an optimization problem on the conditional extremum is formulated. This problem can be solved using penalty methods. It is shown that the vector management of entropy for a number of cases has advantages compared to the scalar management. Examples of entropy models of real stochastic systems are provided.
Introduction
A number of real systems can be classified as complex multidimensional stochastic systems. The main important feature of these systems is having multiple elements that are intricately linked. In situations like this, the multidimensional stochastic system is often being modeled as a random vector.
One of the perspectives of modeling complex stochastic systems is based on the application of entropy. It is known that entropy is a fundamental property of all systems with an ambiguous or probabilistic behavior [1] .The concept of entropy is rather flexible and it can be clearly interpreted in terms of that specific area, where it is applied. It is being widely used in modern science to describe the structural organization and disorganization, the degree of destruction of the connections between the elements of the system [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Let's take a complex stochastic system S as a multidimensional continuous random variable Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , ..., Y m ). Each Y i element of the vector Y is a one-dimensional random variable which is characterizing the functioning of the particular element of the system under study. Those elements can be either interdependent or independent of each other.
In [9] the differential entropy of random vector Y with p Y (x 1 , ..., x m ) joint probability density was introduced: Let's consider the approach to the management of multidimensional stochastic systems using differential entropy on the example of Gaussian systems.
The Entropy Model of a Gaussian Stochastic System
We take that the Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , .., Y m ) random variable has a multivariate normal distribution with a Σ = {σ ij } m×m covariance matrix with its elements σ ij = cov (Y i , Y j ) is the covariance between Y i and Y j random variables, σ ii = σ 2 i is the variance of random variable Y i , i, j = 1, 2, ..., m.
For a multidimensional normally distributed random variable Y the differential entropy (the entropy from now on) H(Y ) is equal to [10] :
The entropy (1) , being a functional from the set of probability densities of random variable Y , is a number. And therefore it cannot be counted as an adequate mathematical model of a multidimensional system. Let's represent the (1) in the form [11] :
where
|R| is the determinant of the correlation matrix R = {r ij } m×m of the random variable Y ,
The first term of (2) is the sum of differential entropies and is equal to the joint entropy in the case of mutual independence of the Y i components of the random variable Y . It can be conditionally called randomness entropy. The second term of (2) is equal to the entropy which occurs due to the correlations between the elements of the system. It can be conditionally called self-organization entropy.
The Entropy Management Based on the Concept of Growth Points
Many authors [3, 12, 13] note that the increase of the system functioning efficiency can be examined from the perspective of increasing or decreasing its entropy. Therefore, the entropy model (2) allows us to solve the problems of effective management of the stochastic system. The most obvious option of that management is the provision of a control influence on the system in order to increase or decrease its entropy. An increase of the entire system entropy can be achieved either due to the growth of uncertainty (variances) of one or several elements or due to the stagnation of the correlations degree between the elements (increasing the determinant of the correlation matrix). A decrease of the entire system entropy, on the other hand, is achieved by reducing the variances of its elements or by increasing the correlation degree between the elements.
Note that we owe some resource (energy) to impact the system during the open system management. One of the key areas for effective solution of such problems is the concept of "growth points" first proposed by François Perroux [14] . The concept of "growth points" allows to highlight those system elements which are significantly sensitive to the entropy changes, and at very limited, small amount of dedicated resource to use it most efficiently. As the system is a set of interrelated elements, an impact on a well matched point will trigger a chain of processes that will lead to the greatest entropy change of the entire system. ., Y m ) random vector's entropy by the way of impacting on the r ij correlations between its elements, we will understand the pair of the components Y i and Y j , i = j, the change of r ij of which by a fixed amount will lead to the greatest increase (decrease) of the H(Y ) entropy, compared with the other pairs of components.
Depending on the purpose of management and on the available resources, it is possible to formulate various objectives of changing the system entropy [15] : changing the entropy to its maximum or minimum value under the existing constraints; changing the entropy towards its increase or decrease.
Consider the problem of maximizing the entropy of a stochastic system. We need to identify one growth point. Here is our problem:
The problem (3) will allow to achieve the maximum increase in entropy via optimally choosing the corresponding Y i element of the system and adding a random Gaussian variable U with a given variance to it.
If there is a chance of a simultaneous influence on several elements of the system, the problem (3) can be complicated. In this case we will additively impact on the Gaussian Y system with an additional vector, components of which don't correlate with the elements of the initial random variable. Then we'll get a problem of maximizing the entropy growth of the multidimensional random variable by adding normally distributed random variables
The problem has the following form:
The problem (4) will allow an optimal distribution of the σ 2 available resource within the Y i system elements, having independent random variables U i added to them. We can solve this non-linear programming problem using numerical methods. In [15] the theorem is proved. Theorem 1. Let Y be a normally distributed random vector with a covariance matrix
. Then the problem (4) has a solution, and any local maximum is global.
Since a system is a set of interrelated elements, in some cases for the problems (3) and (4) we should introduce additional constraints for its elements correlations, like a ≤ |R| ≤ b, which will allow to consider the range of possible correlations within the system.
Let's now consider the problem of minimizing the entropy of a stochastic system. We'll minimize the entropy by reducing the variances of Y random variable's components, which, for some certainty, we'll assume are centered. Based on the random variable's variance properties, its reduction is achieved by dividing the random variable by a positive number. Note, that transition to the changed variance σ 2 i → σ 2 i /x i will leave the correlation matrix unchanged.
In this case we have a problem, where we need to optimally reduce the variances of random vector's some components:
where |R| is the determinant of the correlation matrix, W is the amount of available resource for reducing the variances, l = 1, 2, . . . m . The theorem is valid [15] . Note, that the problem (5), in fact, suggesting to equally distribute the resource among several or all the system elements, doesn't reveal the growth points (points to impact on the system). Therefore, the minimizing of the system entropy can be considered from the perspective of applying specific management activities to reduce the variances, on condition that the changes of |R| will be negligible.
The theorem is valid [15] .
. Then the solution of (6) problem exists, and any local minimum is global.
Let's consider the problems of minimizing and maximizing the system entropy. The system entropy can also be controlled by strengthening or weakening the correlations between the components, on condition that with such an impact on the system the variances of elements will change negligibly. For instance, when we need to change the entropy towards the reduction of correlations, the problem will have the following form:
where D is a set of positive definite correlation matrices with elements
Let's consider this problem in details. Due to the fact, that f 1 (z) = log(z) is a monotonically increasing and concave function, for the objective function (7) it is fair to minimize the part, which is under the logarithm sign |Σ | = σ
Obviously, the solution of (8) comes to the achievement of to its minimal admissible value a. Theoretically, changing the r ij level of correlations by a certain unit d ij should require attraction of a certain amount of resources x ij , therefore the problem of reducing the entropy by impacting on the correlations can be as follows: 
where W is the amount of available resource.
The solution of problem (9) requires a complex work on obtaining and analyzing the statistical information about the change level of correlation depending on the spent resources, which is practically very hard to implement. Therefore, it is advisable to consider (8) as a task of identifying the main impact points for applying management actions. As is known, the function gradient is a vector, whose direction points the direction of the fastest increase of the function and the module matches with the highest speed of function change on a certain point. The theorem is valid [15] . According to theorem 4 to identify the reduction direction of f (r 12 , r 13 , . . . , r m,m−1 ) function we can consider the antigradient.
−grad(f ) = − ∂f ∂r 12 , ∂f ∂r 13 , ..., ∂f ∂r m, −1 .
Examples of Entropy Modeling
Let's consider some examples of entropy modeling.
Example 1. The modeling of a system that characterizes the safety of the production. 17 coal mining enterprises were investigated [15] . According to the system of primary indicators, using factor analysis, two generalized factors (main components) were formed, explaining the 88% of the entire variation of the initial characteristics: Y 1 is the factor characterizing the organization of safe production; Y 2 is the factor reflecting the professionalism of the staff. All the enterprises were divided into two groups: 1) enterprises with low level of injuries (the coefficient of injury rate in range of 5,8 -16,5 cases per 1000 person); 2) enterprises with high level of injuries (the coefficient of injury rate in range of 21,7 -49,7 cases per 1000 person). The calculation results by enterprise groups:
In general, it was found out that the entropy is higher for the second group. For the self-organization entropy H(Y (2) ) R < H(Y (1) ) R , the instability of work within the 2nd group to some extent is compensated by more active intervention of the management (the "administrative resource").
Example 2. The modeling of a macroeconomic system [15] . Let's consider the yearly data from Rosstat's collection "Russia in figures" from 2000 to 2013. Using factor analysis, it was found that the initial system can be represented by three factors (main components) Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , Y 3 ) which explain the 93% of entire variations of initial characteristics.
We further carry out a comparative analysis of the behavior of macrosystem for two periods (before 2006 (including) and after) using the analysis of entropy of the random vector Y . The entropy of macrosystem for first and second periods equals to:
For the second period a significant increase happened both for randomness entropy H(Y ) V and the self-organization entropy H(Y ) R . This can speak about the deterioration of the macroeconomics in Russia, as a whole, for the second period, which is caused by the economic crisis and other events in comparison with the fact that the first period was characterized by rather constant growth of economic development of the country.
Example 3. Let's examine the possibilities of entropy modeling on the example of population analysis in terms of preventing chronic non-communicable diseases by biological risk factors [16] . To analyze the change in population entropy depending on the health state, two age groups with equal range were formed: 18-26 years, 27-35 years.
Four risk factors were identified: "Total cholesterol" (TC), "Systolic blood pressure" (SBP), "Body mass index" (BMI), "Blood sugar" (BS). The results of the analysis are shown in the Table. With the deterioration of population health state an increase occurs in the total and the randomness entropy, for all the risk factors. This can be explained by the fact that to the pathological influence of risk factors on the human organism individually and to the whole population in general, additional damaging effects of non-communicable diseases are being added.
The self-organization entropy, on the contrary, with the deterioration of the population health, is reduced which means stronger relationships between the subsystems. This can be explained by the idea, that the disease development within the organism doesn't happen isolated. On the other hand, with the disease development some subsystems may adapt to others, compensating the defects in their operating, i.e. some substitution effect can be noted.
Analyzing these examples shows that the entropy management with maximizing and minimizing the system entropy H(Y ) in a lot of cases can appear to be not effective. Thus, in the examples 1 and 3 the randomness H(Y ) V and self-organization H(Y ) R entropies change in different directions. This means that the very scalar formulation of the problem in the form of maximizing (increasing) or minimizing (decreasing) the system entropy H(Y ) may not be correct.
Vector Management of Entropy
In open systems the entropy can both increase and decrease. Moreover, systems with different randomness H(Y ) V and self-organization H(Y ) R entropies can have identical values of entropy H(Y ). Therefore, the management as maximization or minimization (1) may not improve the stochastic system's state, and we'll need to consider the entropy (1) as a vector h(Y ) = (h V ; h R ) = (H(Y ) V ; H(Y ) R ) [11] . In this case the management consists in transforming the system entropy vector from the state of h(
, corresponding to the effective functioning of the stochastic system.
The objective of vector management of the entropy of a Gaussian stochastic system consists in directing the entropy from one initial point (h
end point with the minimal changes in covariance matrix (Fig. 1) . The problem has the following form:
The last limitation in (10) shows the positive definition of Σ matrix. Note that the efficiency criteria in (10) can differ, depending on the characteristics of specific system S.
The limitations of the non-linear programming problem (10) are not convenient for its algorithmic implementation. Therefore, we transform them:
|Σ| − e 2B = 0.
As a result, the problem (10) takes the following form:
We find the derivatives of the constraints of problem (11) . For the first constraint, we have:
Let's consider the second constraint:
Let's find the partial derivatives of the function g 2 (Σ):
The problem (11) will be solved using the penalty methods [17] . Moreover, the minimum of the merit functions can be found by numerical methods of searching for an any order unconditional extremum.
Let's consider the particular case of two-dimensional Gaussian stochastic system Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 ) with covariance matrix Σ = {σ ij } 2×2 . Then the entropy of Y vector, according to (2), will be:
As a result, the problem (10) will look: Let's estimate the change of covariance matrix:
Example 5. Let's go on with the example 1. For the first group of coal mining companies with low level of injuries we have:
For the second group of coal mining enterprises with high level of injuries:
Solving the problem (12) in this form:
we'll have: Then, solving the minimization problem
we'll have:
H(Y * * ) = 0, 6180.
We can see that the solutions of (12) and (14) are significantly different. The (13) solution of problem (12) gives a result, allowing with the minimal change of Σ (2) covariance matrix elements, realize the entropy management. The obtained (15) solution of problem (14) doesn't correspond to the admissible values of randomness and self-organization entropies. Indeed, the randomness entropy H(Y * * ) V = 3, 3959 turned to be too high, and the self-organization entropy H(Y * * ) R = −2, 7779 − to be too low compared with the required values.
Conclusion
1. Problems of entropy management for Gaussian stochastic systems were considered in scalar form (based on the concept of "growth points") and in vector form.
2. It was demonstrated that the scalar management of entropy for a number of cases turns to be ineffective.
3. Some examples are considered for Gaussian stochastic systems; the objective of entropy management was formed. An example of solving the entropy management problems for two-dimensional random vector was introduced.
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